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Abstract

Deep learning model inference on embedded devices is
challenging due to the limited availability of computation
resources. A popular alternative is to perform model in-
ference on the cloud, which requires transmitting images
from the embedded device to the cloud. Image compres-
sion techniques are commonly employed in such cloud-
based architectures to reduce transmission latency over low
bandwidth networks. This work proposes an end-to-end
image compression framework that learns domain-specific
features to achieve higher compression ratios than stan-
dard HEVC/JPEG compression techniques while maintain-
ing accuracy on downstream tasks (e.g., recognition). Our
framework does not require fine-tuning of the downstream
task, which allows us to drop-in any off-the-shelf down-
stream task model without retraining. We choose faces
as an application domain due to the ready availability of
datasets and off-the-shelf recognition models as represen-
tative downstream tasks. We present a novel Identity Pre-
serving Reconstruction (IPR) loss function which achieves
Bits-Per-Pixel (BPP) values that are ∼ 38% and ∼ 42% of
CRF-23 HEVC compression for LFW (low-resolution) and
CelebA-HQ (high-resolution) datasets, respectively, while
maintaining parity in recognition accuracy. The superior
compression ratio is achieved as the model learns to retain
the domain-specific features (e.g., facial features) while sac-
rificing details in the background. Furthermore, images re-
constructed by our proposed compression model are robust
to changes in downstream model architectures. We show
at-par recognition performance on the LFW dataset with
an unseen recognition model while retaining a lower BPP
value of ∼ 38% of CRF-23 HEVC compression.

1. Introduction

There is an increasing trend to perform tasks like object
detection and semantic segmentation on mobile or resource-
constrained local devices. However, at-edge computing of-
ten cannot afford the high computation complexity of large
CNN or Transformer models. Instead of reducing model
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Figure 1. Identity preserving loss for learned image compres-
sion. Top left: HEVC baseline; Top right: The result shows
that if the compression model only optimizes rate-distortion trade-
off, the significant distortion appears on the face region and de-
grades recognition performance; Bottom left: The compression
model optimizing Identity Preserving Reconstruction (IPR) loss
can maintain image quality with improved recognition accuracy;
Bottom right: If the compression model optimizes Identity Pre-
serving (IP) loss, it sacrifices the image quality of background and
maintains the clear face region with slightly lower accuracy and
much lower BPP than baseline.

complexity on local devices, a popular solution is to trans-
fer images from the device to a remote server and execute
computational-intensive tasks on the cloud.

This paper focuses on an end-to-end image compression
framework for the face recognition domain due to the ready
availability of datasets, and off-the-shelf recognition mod-
els as representative downstream tasks. For face-related
tasks, recent works focus on high-resolution face images
for high-precision face recognition [16] and 3D face re-
construction [9]. Local devices with limited resources will
show high inference latency on these tasks. There is also
a potential requirement to store raw images on database
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servers for the downstream pipeline. Under these circum-
stances, a remote server needs to receive and store high-
resolution images. Image compression methods help reduce
the transmission latency and storage space on the server.

Standard lossy compression techniques like JPEG [29]
and HEVC [24] reduce image file size without noticeable
distortion on images. With the growing popularity of deep
learning [17], an increasing number of recently published
works are using CNN models to compress images to achieve
a higher compression ratio and less notable compression ar-
tifacts [1, 2, 21, 26]. Further works [5, 6] indicate that end-
to-end image compression training with downstream tasks
(like object detection) can highlight regions relevant to the
downstream task, and further increase the compression ratio
with improved downstream performance.

Since our compression model only receives face images,
it allows us to tune the compression model against the face
domain and further increase the compression ratio. We re-
gard our compression model as a plug-in module between
the image capture module and the downstream system, so
we update only the compression model during training.
We use HEVC(CRF=23) and JPEG as standard compres-
sion baselines, and provide a performance comparison for
a) low-resolution vs. high-resolution, and b) unaligned vs.
aligned face datasets.

Our method has multiple advantages: First, our method
does not require additional retraining or fine-tuning of the
downstream recognition model. Second, we show that the
compression models trained for a specific domain (faces in
our case) show a higher compression ratio and recognition
accuracy than those trained with generic images. Third,
a new framework with Identity Preserving Reconstruction
(IPR) loss or Identity Preserving (IP) loss is proposed to
improve the recognition performance of the images gener-
ated from the compression model. The results show that
all models with IPR loss have improved recognition perfor-
mance for the low-resolution dataset. Our method achieves
a high compression ratio with slightly lower recognition ac-
curacy for the high-resolution dataset. Lastly, we present an
evaluation of our proposed algorithm’s robustness to down-
stream model changes, and show improved recognition ac-
curacy and high compression ratio with an unseen recogni-
tion model.

2. Related Work
For lossy compression, a learnable image compression

method should consider both the network backbone and the
entropy model [11]. There are two approaches for the net-
work backbone: autoencoder-like architectures [2, 14, 21]
and recurrent frameworks [26]. Autoencoder-like architec-
tures can reduce dimensionality to produce a compact latent
representation. Recurrent frameworks are used to encode
the residue to compress the image progressively.

For the entropy model, there are several options like
context-based prediction [2, 22] or calculating histogram of
latent representation [25]. One of the most widely-used
frameworks, the hyper-prior method [2], follows the VAE
architecture and uses the hyper-prior model as an entropy
model. From the survey [11], the authors observe that the
hyper-prior [2] method outperforms other methods for its
outstanding entropy model.

There are multiple variants of the hyper-prior method:
[14] conducts network architecture search (NAS) on the
hyper-prior model to reduce the amount of computation,
while not reducing the encoded file size. Alternately, [21]
integrates GAN with the hyper-prior model to generate im-
ages that achieve a high subjective image quality (realis-
tic texture). However, such a method encourages “photo-
realism” over preserving the fine information detail in the
images, which may impact downstream tasks that need orig-
inal details (such as recognition algorithms).

For task-specific image compression, the work [5, 6]
shows that by jointly optimizing the compression model
and an object detection model, the compressed images high-
light the task-related region and do not decrease the down-
stream performance significantly. Some works [7, 19] also
perform task-based JPEG compression. Recent work [28]
points out that task-specific compression can be done with-
out decoding for classification and semantic segmentation
tasks by jointly training both the decoder and the classi-
fier using intermediate code. Compared to these works, our
method applies the task-specific image compression method
to the face imagery domain, without any requirements on
optimizing/fine-tuning the downstream recognition model,
and the encoder-decoder-recognition paradigm instead of
the encoder-recognition [28] paradigm for increased gen-
eralizability to different downstream recognition models.

For face-specific learnable compression, [31] uses deep-
feature-based compression. It applies compression to the
feature map extracted by FaceNet [23]. Deep-feature-based
compression only allows compression for aligned images
and depends on the FaceNet feature tuned to face recogni-
tion. [32] uses a talking-head video synthesis model to al-
low face-specific video compression. Our method focuses
on both unaligned and aligned still images and can be gener-
alized to other tasks than recognition. Besides, [31] uses an
unlearned entropy model, while our method uses a learned
entropy model, which allows a higher compression ratio.
Overall, our method can show higher flexibility, and com-
pression performance than [31].

3. Compression for Face Recognition
Our proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2. Images

x are first encoded and quantized to discrete latent repre-
sentation ŷ. We follow the hyper-prior method [2] to set the
entropy model. The hyper encoder-decoder outputs discrete
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Figure 2. Framework for the compression model with face recognition system. The face alignment is optional depending on if the images
are pre-aligned.

hyper-latent representation ẑ and predicts the distribution of
ŷ using the entropy model pŷ(ŷ). An entropy encoder (EC)
and an entropy decoder (ED) are for lossless compression.
For EC, pŷ(ŷ) is used to encode ŷ to transferable bytes bŷ
and a separate entropy model pẑ(ẑ) with a factorized prior
distribution is used to encode ẑ to bẑ . bŷ and bẑ make up
the payload that needs transmission over the network. After
transmission, ED will transform those bytes back to discrete
latent and hyper-latent representation. Finally, the decoder
reconstructs the images x̂.

The existing compression methods optimize reconstruc-
tion loss to maintain image quality and bit-rate loss to re-
duce the file size:

LR = Lrec + λrateLrate (1)

Lrec = Ex∼px [d(x, x̂)] (2)

Lrate = Ex∼px [− log(pŷ(ŷ))− log(pẑ(ẑ))] (3)

where Lrec is the reconstruction loss, Lrate is the bit-rate
loss, d(x, x̂) is the distortion function, and λrate is the
weight for bit-rate loss. We name the total loss function
LR as Reconstruction-only loss. When selecting the MSE
function as the reconstruction loss, d(x, x̂) is defined as:

d(x, x̂) = ∥x− x̂∥2 (4)

Other options are the MS-SSIM function [33] or some
perceptual metrics that can measure the distortion between
original images x and reconstructed images x̂.

To make quantization differentiable in training, the
hyper-prior method [2] adds uniform noise to simulate
quantization error and calculate Lrate. However, in [25], us-
ing additive noise as the quantization alternative adds strong
visual artifacts into decompressed images for JPEG com-
pression. Therefore, we still use (hyper-)latent variables (ŷ
and ẑ) with additive noise when calculating pŷ(ŷ), pẑ(ẑ)

for Lrate, but send the (hyper-)latent variables quantized
by rounding function (used in the actual encoding process)
to (hyper-)decoder, using a differentiable back-propagation
function like [21].

3.1. Identity Preserving Reconstruction Loss

Our goal is to improve the compression ratio without de-
grading recognition performance. For this task, we use the
CurricularFace [13] pre-trained model. We do not fine-tune
the model weights (we freeze the weights instead).

To make the compression model compatible with the
recognition model, we derive the Identity Preserving (IP)
loss function, including the bit-rate loss and identity loss to
reduce the distance between e and ê (Fig. 2) for identity
recognition with smaller file size:

LIP = λrateLrate + λidLid (5)

Lid = Ex∼px

[
1− e · ê

∥e∥ ∥ê∥

]
(6)

where Lid is the identity loss. Since LIP only optimizes
recognition performance, we further derive Identity Pre-
serving Reconstruction (IPR) loss function to jointly opti-
mize image quality and recognition performance:

LIPR = Lrec + λrateLrate + λidLid (7)

We infer the embeddings from decompressed images
and original images via face alignment module A and face
recognition model R with shared weights θ as

e = Rθ(A(x)) and ê = Rθ(A(x̂)) (8)

Since we use the embeddings to match images with
identities, if the cosine distance between ê and e is small
enough, decompressed images are likely to maintain parity
in recognition performance.
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To simplify the hyperparameter fine-tuning, we set
λid=1.0 or 0.0 and only fine-tuned λrate. IPR loss with
λid=0.0 is equivalent to Reconstruction-only loss. Simul-
taneously fine-tuning λrate and λid may help the model get
a better balance between multiple objectives, but that is not
the focus of this work.

Distinguished from other task-specific or face-specific
compression methods, our method considers to:

• Compress unaligned images Although the recogni-
tion performance is only related to the aligned face
region, our method compresses either unaligned or
aligned images. It uses reconstruction loss to optimize
the overall image quality, not only for face regions.
Compressing unaligned images is for practical reten-
tion decisions to save unaligned images for reference,
and allowance for changing the alignment methods.

• Avoid fine-tuning downstream models Our method
does not (end-to-end) fine-tune or retrain the down-
stream model by any face recognition loss. First,
this can avoid additional effort to fine-tune hyper-
parameters of the recognition loss and reduce the
data scale and training time required for fine-tuning
a high-complexity face recognition model. Second,
this can decouple the compression and downstream
models. We can use the same downstream model to
achieve variable bit rates (training compression mod-
els with different hyperparameters). Third, this helps
maintain the robustness to downstream model change.
When end-to-end fine-tuning the recognition model,
the recognition model will adapt to the compressed
images, allowing more unexpected distortion from the
compression model. The exceeded distortion may
degrade the recognition performance when another
recognition model (trained on raw face images) is at-
tached but not retrained on compressed images.

3.2. Face Alignment Module

For the framework (Fig. 2), we attach the face align-
ment module and face recognition model to calculate the
embeddings. For alignment, we use the MTCNN model
from FaceNet [23] to detect faces. It outputs the bounding
boxes and 5-point landmarks for each face. We select the
face that has the largest size and locates centrally.

To compare different alignment orders in chosen
datasets, we will use CelebA-HQ and CelebA-HQ-align
mentioned in Section 4.1. We do post-alignment and pre-
alignment on these datasets, respectively.

Since our pre-trained model only accepts 112x112 im-
ages, we need to resize images for CelebA-HQ related high-
resolution images after the alignment. Fig. 3 shows the ad-
ditional resizing operation on aligned high-resolution face

Figure 3. The results of alignment and resizing operation (from
left to right). LFW images are aligned from 250x250 to 112x112.
CelebA-HQ images are aligned from 1024x1024 to 448x448 and
then further resized to 112x112.

images, while the low-resolution face images only require
an alignment for recognition.

4. Results
4.1. Datasets

Table 1 shows the datasets for evaluating different image
compression approaches. Images for all chosen datasets are
available only in JPEG format; hence we use those as orig-
inal images without compression. We use the LFW [12]
dataset as a low-resolution dataset, and CelebA-HQ [15]
dataset as a high-resolution dataset (We only use a subset
of faces that are also used by CelebAMask-HQ [18]). Since
CelebA-HQ dataset does not have an official train/test split,
we create a split to make the number of train identities ap-
proximately equal to the number of test identities. We use
the face alignment algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2 to
align the images of CelebA-HQ and create CelebA-HQ-
align. CelebA-HQ-align uses pre-alignment, and the image
size is 448x448. We also use CLIC dataset [27] to train a
general compression model for comparison.

4.2. Metrics

To evaluate the performance of our image compression
models, we will be utilizing the following metrics.

4.2.1 Evaluating Compression Ratio

We use the bits per pixel (BPP) to measure the performance
of the compression ratio. The BPP is measured as

BPP =
File size in bits

# pixels in one image
(9)

We target low BPPs in this work (2x to 5x compression
ratio of CRF-23-HEVC files).
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Dataset Name #Train Images #Train Indentites #Test Images #Test Identities Raw image size

LFW 9k 4k 4k 2k 250x250
CelebA-HQ 20k 3k 10k 3k 1024x1024

CelebA-HQ-align 20k 3k 10k 3k 448x448
CLIC 626 N/A 60 N/A Unspecified

Table 1. Dataset Information. Training on CLIC images uses small patches from the original images since the original images are too large.
Training on other datasets is based on the whole image.

4.2.2 Evaluating Recognition Performance

For evaluating the accuracy of recognition tasks, we use
FRR@FAR=1% metric. The metrics are measured using
the following process:

1. Put N images per identity into the gallery set and the
rest into the query set.

2. For each image in the query set, measure the embed-
ding distance between this image and all images in the
gallery set.

3. Label the lowest embedding distance from the same
identity as same distance, and the lowest embedding
distance from any other not-same identities as not-
same distance for identity matching.

4. Plot the ROC curve for all images in the query set and
calculate FRR@FAR=1% (false rejection rate when
false acceptance rate equals to 1%).

For the LFW dataset, we set N = 1 to evaluate the
recognition performance. Our recognition model is trained
to have high accuracy on LFW and is not fine-tuned on
CelebA-HQ. Hence for CelebA-HQ and CelebA-HQ-align
datasets, we set N = 3 to have improved representation
for each identity in the gallery set. Note that our evalu-
ation protocol is more challenging compared to the stan-
dard LFW face verification protocol [12]. Our protocol uses
a more comprehensive negative pair set to compare each
query against the entire gallery. In contrast, the standard
protocol uses a random sampling process to generate a lim-
ited set of image pairs. Our primary goal is to maintain
recognition parity with CRF-23-HEVC compressed images
while achieving higher compression ratios.

4.2.3 Evaluating Image Quality

We evaluate image quality in terms of Peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and Multi-scale structural similarity index
measure (MS-SSIM) [33] metrics. The goal is to achieve
a similar image quality to HEVC compressed images w.r.t.
PSNR and MS-SSIM metrics when using Reconstruction-
only loss or IPR loss (IP loss does not optimize image qual-
ity).

4.3. Experiment Settings

To compare with standard compression techniques, we
use HEVC, one of the latest state-of-the-art coding meth-
ods, with CRF=23 as our main baseline. We are focus-
ing on HEVC intraframe compression performance on still
images. The video compression performance is not evalu-
ated since the embedding system for face recognition rarely
transfers the whole video for latency consideration. The
compression quality is set to balance the BPP and recogni-
tion performance trade-off. We also present the results for
JPEG series. Since the original format is JPEG, we recom-
press the images at varying JPEG compression levels.

We trained models with different combinations of
reconstruction and identity preserving loss functions:
Reconstruction-only loss (equation 1, L2 REC and MS-
SSIM REC), IPR loss (equation 7, L2 IPR and MS-
SSIM IPR), IP loss (equation 5, L2 IP and MS-SSIM IP).
The prefixes “L2” or “MS-SSIM” indicate the form of re-
construction loss functions (equation 2) we use for train-
ing. For the models trained with IPR or IP loss func-
tion, the weights are initialized from those trained with
Reconstruction-only loss.

We also train a general image compression model, where
we use the same structure as our framework without face
alignment and face recognition modules. The training im-
ages are the small patches from the original images (Table
1), and we apply L2 loss as the reconstruction loss function.
We name the model as L2 baseline.

When training with a recognition model, we use a fixed
CurricularFace [13] face recognition model (pre-trained on
refined MS1M-v2 dataset [8] and SOTA on IJB-C dataset
[20]). During the evaluation, we use the CurricularFace
model to compare the performance and a CosFace [30] (pre-
trained on VGGFace2 dataset [4]) model to evaluate the ro-
bustness of our framework on an unseen recognition model.

4.4. Quantitative Results

In the following sections, we discuss our quantitative
results on LFW dataset (Fig. 4) and CelebA-HQ(-align)
datasets (Fig. 5). We have the following key findings in
our experiments.
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Figure 4. The image quality and recognition performance of JPEG, HEVC, and our method on the LFW dataset. From left to right: Image
quality results (PSNR and MS-SSIM), recognition results with CurricularFace model, recognition results with CosFace model.

4.4.1 IPR Loss Balances the Trade-off between Image
Quality, Recognition Performance, and File Size

In Fig. 4, We show image quality performance and recog-
nition performance on models trained with Reconstruction-
only Loss, IPR loss, and IP loss on the LFW dataset.

As the results show, models trained with Reconstruction-
only loss (L2 REC and MS-SSIM REC) mostly have better
image quality performance than those trained with IPR or
IP loss. For example, L2 REC has 1.43 more PSNR than
L2 IPR, and 18.45 more PSNR than L2 IP when BPP is
about 0.3. However, L2 REC and MS-SSIM REC have
worse recognition performance (FRR@FAR=1% increases
to 4.16% for L2 REC) when the BPPs are less than 0.25.

Models trained with IPR loss (L2 IPR and MS-
SSIM IPR) improve recognition performance without sig-
nificantly decreasing image quality. For instance, L2 IPR
has only 1.43 less PSNR but 0.4% less FRR@FAR=1%
than L2 REC when BPP is about 0.3. But training with
IPR loss leads to slightly higher BPP. It moves curves to the
right side in Fig. 4, and the lowest BPP is 0.29.

Models trained with IP loss show the path to lower
BPPs with acceptable recognition performance. MS-
SSIM IP (BPP=0.2) increases only 0.05% FRR@FAR=1%
than HEVC, but gets 73% less BPP than HEVC. However,
these models show a significant deterioration in image qual-
ity metrics. When BPP is about 0.3, L2 IP has 18.45 less
PSNR and 0.097 less MS-SSIM than L2 REC, and MS-
SSIM IP has 14.34 less PSNR and 0.102 less MS-SSIM
than MS-SSIM REC.

We also investigate the trade-off between image quality
performance, recognition performance, and BPP in Fig. 4:
Models trained on IP loss or Reconstruction-only loss can
reach low BPPs, which are less than 0.25. They can also get
a better recognition performance or image quality than each
other, respectively. L2 IP has 0.25% less FRR@FAR=1%
and 18.45 less PSNR than L2 REC when BPP is about 0.3.
When models are trained with IPR loss (L2 IPR and MS-
SSIM IPR), image quality and recognition performance are
improved, but the resulting BPPs are larger. We find no

models with IPR loss can reach BPP=0.25. We also observe
that when the BPPs decrease below 0.25, the models with
IP loss (purple and gray curves) have a sharp deterioration
in FRR@FAR=1% values. This may indicate a lower bound
of BPP to maintain parity on recognition performance.

We summarize that one can focus on either image quality
(L2 REC and MS-SSIM REC) or recognition performance
(L2 IP and MS-SSIM IP), but not both when trying to have
a BPP lower than 0.25. When the BPP is lower than 0.25 by
focusing on recognition performance, models with IP loss
will start to degrade in recognition performance.

Discussion on performance trends In Fig.5, we ob-
serve that for high-resolution datasets (CelebA-HQ and
CelebA-HQ-align), the performance trend is unstable.
Lower BPP can get better performance. The advantage of
IPR loss is less significant than that of the LFW dataset.
This may be due to the poor generalization of the pre-
trained recognition model on these datasets. The distribu-
tion histogram of the recognition embedding distance shows
the recognition performance on original images is poor:
There are a lot of same-identity pairs with high distance val-
ues, indicating that the recognition model cannot correctly
match these images with the identities. This error could in-
troduce noise as the IPR loss uses this feedback from the
recognition model to generate decompressed images.

Another possible reason might be the resizing opera-
tion in the face alignment module on the high-resolution
datasets. The face alignment module for CelebA-HQ(-
aligned) images resizes aligned images from (448, 448) to
(112, 112) to fit the recognition model’s input resolution (as
shown in Fig. 5). In this case, IPR loss is more likely to ig-
nore artifacts on the face region (also discussed in Section
4.5.2).

In Fig. 4, for the low-resolution dataset (LFW), thanks
to avoiding both reasons listed above, the noise becomes
much smaller but still exists (for L2 IPR and MS-SSIM IPR
curves). This may be caused by the noise from balancing
the tradeoff between image quality and recognition perfor-
mance.
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Figure 5. Image quality and recognition performance of JPEG, HEVC and our methods on CelebA-HQ (left two plots) and CelebA-HQ-
align (right two plots) with CurricularFace model

4.4.2 Training against Face Domain Enables Higher
Compression Ratio

To compare the performance between general compres-
sion models and domain-specific compression models, we
trained the general compression model on the CLIC train-
ing set. We evaluated it on the CelebA-HQ test set (Fig.
5). Both datasets have similar resolutions to reduce the
influence of scale change. The results show that our
models trained on the CelebA-HQ dataset (L2 REC) have
better image quality performance and recognition accu-
racy. For example, when BPP is about 0.06, L2 REC
has 3.08 more PSNR and 0.67% less FRR@FAR=1% than
L2 baseline. Comparing models with about 35.50 PSNR,
L2 REC has 29% less BPP and 1.15% less FRR@FAR=1%
than L2 baseline. This shows that when we focus on the
face domain, compression models trained against face im-
ages benefit the compression ratio without decreasing im-
age quality and recognition accuracy.

We also find a large gap between expected BPPs and
actual BPPs of the general compression model on face
datasets. In Fig. 5, for the leftmost point of the L2 baseline
curve, when we set the target BPP to be 0.100, the valida-
tion BPP on the CLIC test set is 0.095, which is close to
the target, but the test BPP on CelebA-HQ test set is 0.069,
which shows a non-trivial decrease on the BPP. For this un-
expected low BPP, the compressed images have a low PSNR
score of 31.89. The drop of BPPs may be caused by the do-
main gap between CLIC and CelebA-HQ. It increases the
uncertainty in compression ratio and image quality if the
general model is applied to a new dataset on specific do-
mains and will be an unstable factor in transmission.

4.4.3 Robustness to Downstream Model Change

In Fig. 4, we show the recognition performance of our
method when training on CurricularFace but evaluating on
another recognition model CosFace [30]. In the results,
MS-SSIM IP (BPP=0.3) shows 0.11% less FRR@FAR=1%
and 60% less BPP than HEVC result. L2 IPR (BPP=0.29)

shows 0.76% less FRR@FAR=1% and 62% less BPP than
HEVC result. The results with IPR loss or IP loss show
that the compression model trained with one recognition
model can have good generalization performance with an-
other recognition model on the LFW dataset.

We have shown that models with IP loss (L2 IP and MS-
SSIM IP) have significant distortion (shown in decreased
PSNR in Fig. 4) on the images when the quality level is
set to the lowest (leftmost points of the curves). But still,
the models perform at most 0.35% more FRR@FAR=1%
than HEVC baseline with the CurricularFace model. This
implies that IP loss corrupts only task-unrelated regions but
maintains recognizable face features. The result with the
CosFace model also depicts that good generalization per-
formance may benefit from these maintained face features.

4.5. Qualitative Results

In this section, we present qualitative visualizations im-
agery from LFW and CelebA-HQ(-align) datasets. Fig. 6-
7 show the reconstructed images with typical compression
methods and qualities. All the images use the lowest qual-
ity level (the leftmost points of curves) to better visualize
possible artifacts. We make the following observations:

4.5.1 IPR loss vs. IP loss

For models with IPR loss, the results of L2 IPR and MS-
SSIM IPR do not show notable artifacts on the images.
However, models with IP loss (L2 IP and MS-SSIM IP)
have strong distortion on the images. The difference be-
tween IPR loss and IP loss is the reconstruction loss term
Lrec. Models with IPR loss optimize reconstruction loss to
maintain high image quality, but models with IP loss al-
low more distortion if the predicted embedding ê is close
enough to the original embedding e.

Discussion on artifacts from IP loss Models with IP
loss show different artifacts on unaligned datasets (LFW
and CelebA-HQ) and the aligned dataset (CelebA-HQ-
align). The unaligned compressed images show the cor-
rupted boundary and distorted background. At the same
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time, in aligned datasets (CelebA-HQ-align), the visual-
ized results have mesh artifacts on the whole image, where
the face region is strongly distorted. The influence of the
face alignment module on unaligned images is shown: Face
alignment will discard the boundary and only crop the cen-
ter face region of the images. Therefore, it allows the com-
pression model with IP loss to focus on the center face re-
gion and reduces bitrate for the boundary and background.

Original
BPP=9.76

HEVC
BPP=0.76

L2 REC
BPP=0.16

MS-SSIM REC
BPP=0.19

L2 IPR
BPP=0.29

L2 IP
BPP=0.22

Figure 6. Visualization results on LFW datasets

Original
BPP=6.25

L2 REC
BPP=0.06

L2 IP
BPP=0.07

Original
BPP=9.69

L2 REC
BPP=0.11

L2 IP
BPP=0.10

Figure 7. Visualization results on CelebA-HQ (Upper) and
CelebA-HQ-align (Lower) datasets

Discussion with mask-based compression The result
of IP loss is visually similar to mask-based compression
methods [3, 10] on LFW and CelebA-HQ datasets, which
explicitly or implicitly mask out the background region and
allocate more bits on the ROI to maintain its parity. These
methods require explicit ROI annotations, which have more
annotation costs than our method. There can be a mismatch

between ROIs expected by humans and the feature regions
that downstream models are using. Our method avoids this
mismatch by directly using the feedback from downstream
models to adjust the allocation of bits.

4.5.2 High-resolution vs. Low-resolution

In the LFW low-resolution dataset, L2 IPR and L2 IP are
shown to produce sharp and clear face regions. In CelebA-
HQ and CelebA-HQ-align high-resolution datasets, all
models have blurring artifacts and striped texture on the
face region when the BPPs are low than 0.075 (CelebA-
HQ) and 0.15 (CelebA-HQ-align). Even though the face re-
gion is not so clear, the recognition accuracy is maintained:
L2 REC has 0.46% less FRR@FAR=1% for CelebA-HQ
and 1.15% less FRR@FAR=1% for CelebA-HQ-align than
HEVC baseline.

The influence of the resizing operation on high-
resolution datasets has been discussed in 4.4.1, and the vi-
sualization results support the point. The pre-trained recog-
nition model requires CelebA-HQ images to be resized, as
shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, some artifacts like blurring or
striped texture will be invisible to the recognition model.
After resizing, the vanishing of artifacts can make the IPR
or IP loss ignore these artifacts.

Overall, we show that resizing mitigates the influence of
artifacts on recognition performance. Therefore, IPR loss
and IP loss are less likely to maintain the details in the face
region on high-resolution datasets.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we presented an end-to-end image com-
pression framework trained to leverage domain-specific fea-
tures to achieve higher compression ratios while main-
taining accuracy on downstream tasks. We presented an
Identity Preserving Reconstruction (IPR) loss for the face
recognition domain, which achieves BPP values ∼ 38%
and ∼ 42% of CRF-23 HEVC compression for LFW and
CelebA-HQ datasets, respectively, while maintaining par-
ity in recognition accuracy. Our approach does not require
fine-tuning the downstream task model (face recognition
model). We also evaluated our approach to unseen down-
stream recognition models, highlighting the generalizability
and robustness of the compressed imagery generated by our
proposed framework. In conclusion, our work shows that
the proposed framework with IPR loss can guide compres-
sion models to improve compression ratios by focusing on
essential image features for downstream task accuracy.
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